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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a comparative study of alterna-

tive techniques to be used in the mode matching method

as applied to electromagnetic field modeling at waveguide

discontinuities. It is found that a modified TEmn-to---

mode (TE~n-or LSHx-mode) approach becomes neces-

sary for waveguide discontinuities in which resonant ef-

fects occur. A comparison between the conventional

TE~n mode matching technique, commonly known from

literature, and the generalized analysis based on a linear

superposition of TE~n and TM~n modes, shows con-

flicting results. The latter one is found to be in excellent

agreement with the modified TExm mode analysis and

with measurements on waveguide iris filters.

INTRODUCTION

Single or double plane waveguide discontinuities are

integral design elements for a wide range of waveguide

components. Accurate characterization of those discon-

tinuity elements is required to design components such

as waveguide transformers [1, 3, 4], iris and corrugated

waveguide filters [1-3, 5, 6], evanescent-mode bandpass

filters [7-9], horn antennas [10, 11] and polarizers [10-12].

The numerical characterization of waveguide junction

discontinuities as shown in Fig. 1 is usually carried out by

a TE~ - TM~~ mode analysis. Based on the assump-

tion that an incident TE1o wave would excite TEmn and

TMmn modes, two vector potential functions are neces-

sary to describe the four field components (Ez, J% ~ HZ>

H,) to be matched at z = O [3-5]. From a physical

standpoint, however, there is no reason why an incident

TEIO wave should excite an electric field component in

x-direction. Hence, the discontinuity can be calculated

using a set of TE~n-to-z modes commonly written as

TE~n. Since the condition E= = O is implicitly incorpo-

rated, the number of modes is reduced to NTE compared

to NTE + NTM for the TE-TM mode case [13]. This

significantly speeds up the calculations and, at the same

time, reduces the computer memory requirements. Thk

procedure has been successfully applied in some special

cases [8, 13, 14]. In cases, however, where resonant effects

occur in the discontinuity plane, one major problem as-

sociated with this method becomes apparent: The result-

ing equation system contains two unknowns but requires

three field components (EV, ~., ~~) to be matched.

In many applications, neglecting one of the two H-field

(Hv) components does not lead to wrong results. In other

cases, however, it does. Therefore, thk paper focusses

on a comparative study of the TE~n versus the TEmn-

TMmn mode analysis. Three different analysis methods

are investigated:

Method 1: The conventional TE~n mode method

where only E& and H. are matched.

Method 2: The modified TE~n mode procedure

matching Ev and Hz or H~ alterna-

tively.

Method 3: The generalized TE-TM analysis

matching the field components E=,

Eu, Hz, Hg.

The excellent agreement between the modified TE~n

routine (method 2), the TE-TM mode analysis (method

3) and measurements is demonstrated at the examples of

waveguide iris filters.

THEORY

In this section, only the basic steps of the modified

TE~n mode formulation is presented. For details on the

generalized TEmn - TM- mode field descri~tion, which

leads to the coupling matrices and the modal scattering

matrix calculation, the reader is referred to [15].
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In the case of the TE~n mode representation, the ignoring lfv leads to excellent results in some special cases,

transverse field components in region i = 1,11 (cf. Fig. e.g. [14], but fails for general double-step discont inuit ies.

1) On the other hand, merely considering Eu and Hg for the

matching conditions or, alternatively, HO and Ify lacks
E: z ~Ai

hz information in the presence of TE~O modes.

Therefore, the following procedure is proposed here:

Besides matching IJy using (3), HZ and Hv are matched

(1) alternatively by creating a new matrix (~) where

are derived from the x-component of a vector potential

“Z= 2zmT’Jxy’

.(V:.-W” - E;e+m%) (2)

where V; and R: are the wave amplitudes traveling in the

positive and negative z-direction, respectively, and mode

indices m, n are related to q with respect to increasing

cutoff frequencies.

Matching the field components of (1) at the common

interface of regions I, II and truncating the infinite sums

in (2) yields three matrix equations

(~~)m= @Hz)q~! if mode 9 or mode P
is a TE&o type

(~H)9P = (k.)gp, if neither mode g nor

(7)

mode p is a TE&o type.

The modal scattering matrix of the double-step dis-

continuity calculated under the condition (7) shows ex-

cellent agreement with measured data. Compared with

the TE-TM analysis, this new procedure considerably re-

duces the matrix sizes to be processed by the computer.

Moreover, the fact that a smaller number of modes in-

teracts between discontinuities than in the discontinuity

plane itself can be easily implemented in this appraoch.

By these measures, the processing time of the algorithm

can be made up to five times faster.

To calculate the modal scattering matrix of the double-

step discontinuity

1-

50 1

[N=(w’l (6)

40

/&/
only two equations of the set (3-5) are needed to separate &
the two unknowns @ and Err. Matching Ev, H. and 30

T
b,

b

Fig. 1 Double-step discontinuity in rectangular

waveguide.
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Fig. 2 Insertion 10SSof a non-resonant iris in rectan-

gular waveguide

(a = 2 b = 7.l12mm, al = bl = 2mm, iris

thickness = 0.5mm).

Results of all methods investigated within

plotting accuracy.
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RESULTS

Waveguide iris filters can operate in two different ways.

Firstly, half-wave resonators are connected by irises which

act aa coupling elements only. The transmission behav-

ior of a single iris is shown in Fig. 2. The three meth-

ods investigated yield identical results within the plotting

accuracy. Therefore, excellent agreement is usually ob-

tained by all three methods when compared with mea-

sured data of an iris-coupled half-wave resonator filter.

This is demonstratedin Fig. 3using measurements car-

ried out in [5]. However, the TE~ procedures (methods

1, 2) require only 30 percent of the CPU time compared

with the generalized TE-TM analysis (method 3).

Secondly, iris filters may be based on the resonances

of the irises itself rather than half-wave waveguide cav-

ities. In this mode of operation, the irises are required

to function above cutoff, which occurs at 37.5 GHz in

the example of Fig. 4. Exactly at thk frequency, the

first method reveals some instabilities due to the lack of

Hv field matching, whereas the other two methods are in

good agreement in modeling the resonance effect of the

iris. Fig. 5 shows a comparison with measured data on

this type of iris filter presented by Chen [2]. As expected

from the results of Fig. 4, the TE~n analysis matching

Efl, Hz (method 1) is not suitable to accurately calcu-
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Fig. 3 Insertion loss of three-resonator iris-coupled

Ku-band wa~eguide filter according to Tu-

cholke [5] (— theoretical results obtained by

all three methods; + + measured [5]).

late the discontinuities involved. Methods 2 and 3 yield

almost identical results which closely agree with measure-

ments. However, the CPU time rat io of 1:5 in favour of

the new TE~n analysis (method 2) clearly demonstrates

its advantage over the generalized TE-TM procedure.
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Fig. 4 Return loss of resonant iris in rectangular

waveguide (a = 2 b = 7.l12mm, al = 4mm,

bl = lmm, iris thickness = 0.5mm). Sets of

modes used for analysis: ---- TE-TM modes

matching E=, Ev, HZ, IIv (method 3);
----- TE~n modes matching Eu, H.

(method 1); – TE~n modes matching

Ev, lf~/lfV (method 2).
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Fig. 5 Comparison between theories and measure-

ments at the example of an X-band seven

resonant-iris waveguide filter according to

Chen [2] (+ + measured [2]; sets of modes

as in Fig. 4).
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CONCLUSIONS

A comparative study on three different methods for

waveguide double-step discontinuity modeling is present-

ed. The applicability of a new TE~n mode approach

matching EV and HZ or IIy field components alternatively

is demonstrated, whereas a method matching only EY and

lZZ turned out to be limited to only a small variety of ap-

plications. With memory space savings of more than 50

percent, CPU time reductions down to 20 percent but

with maintained accuracy compared with the generalized

TE-TM procedure, the new TE~n mode method offers

an attractive solution for the computer-aided design of

waveguide components involving double-step discontinu-

ities.
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